Conclusion There is a demonstrable association between epithelial oedema and the measured thickness of the cornea.
Materials and methods
Sixty-seven patients with Fuchs' dystrophy were recruited from our corneal clinic. Fuchs' dystrophy was defined as the presence of moderate to severe corneal guttae bilaterally.
All patients underwent a complete ocular history and physical examination using a slit lamp and Goldmann tonometry upon entry into the study. The first eye to be examined was enrolled, except for the 6 patients who had one eye with and one without oedema. In these patients the eye with oedema was enrolled in the study. Eyes with previous surgery or any Corneal thickness was found to be distributed normally. A two-sample t-test found the mean thickness of the oedema group (0.682) to be significantly higher than that of the non-oedema group (0.624) with p = 0.0024. A stem-and-leaf plot of the thickness measurements from the two groups (Fig. 1) shows the highest concentration of oedema occurring in eyes with a corneal thickness greater than 0.650 mm. Probit analysis suggests that a corneal thickness greater than 0.650 mm yields a greater than 85% probability of epithelial oedema occurrence.
Discussion
Fuchs' dystrophy is a common endothelial dystrophy causing visual loss due to endothelial dysfunction and stromal swelling.1 -3 This process is thought to occur as a result of a breakdown in the function of the endothelium as a passive barrier against fluid movement, leading to (Fig. 1) . A corneal thickness of 0.650 mm was associated with a greater than 85%
probability of the presence of epithelial oedema.
Consequently, a thickness of 0.650 mm can be considered as a possible demarcation point between a low and high probability of developing epithelial oedema. The mean corneal thickness will be higher in Fuchs' dystrophy patients than normal controls even though individual variability will be considerable, II 
